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Abstract

The treatment of Miller class III gingival recession is considered a challenge in periodontal practice, and among the different techniques used, autogenous connective tissue graft has shown the most favorable results. In some cases, more than one procedure may be necessary. In this case report, we describe the simultaneous application of a combination of three techniques (the tunnel technique, a connective tissue graft and a laterally positioned flap) to treat a Miller class III gingival recession localized in the lower anterior region. Twelve months after surgical procedures, partial root coverage, favorable esthetic results and a gain in clinical attachment level were observed, with no periodontal pockets or bleeding on probing.
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Case

A 46-year-old African American woman came to the dental clinic of the School of Dentistry of Araçatuba, São Paulo State University (UNESP), for treatment. Her chief complaint was the lack of esthetics in the lower anterior region and root sensitivity that had persisted for 3.5 years. Her anamnesis revealed no systemic health problems or deleterious oral habits. After clinical examination, with a diagnosis of mild localized chronic periodontitis was reached. Miller class III recession and lack of attached tissue on Tooth #31 (the lower left
central incisor) and Miller class II recession on Tooth #42 (the lower right lateral incisor) were also observed (Fig. 1). A probing depth of 1 mm was found for Tooth #31 with bleeding on probing, 7 mm gingival recession and an 8 mm clinical attachment level. A probing depth of 1 mm was found for Tooth #42, with bleeding on probing, 5 mm gingival recession and a 5 mm clinical attachment level. The possible etiology was considered to be incorrect tooth-brushing technique in combination with abnormal frenum attachment.

Based on the particular clinical conditions, this was considered to be a complex case. Therefore, a combination of three different techniques was used (the tunnel technique, a subepithelial connective tissue graft (SCTG) and a laterally positioned flap), since the use of a single technique would have been insufficient to obtain both good aesthetics and gingival recuperation.

The patient authorized the treatment to be performed, the use of images taken during treatment and follow-up appointments. Initially, the patient received periodontal treatment, including oral hygiene instructions and scaling and root planing. Four weeks later at her re-evaluation, good plaque control and no signs of active inflammation were observed. The combination of tunnel technique, SCTG and laterally positioned flap was performed on the recession defects one week later. After proper patient preparation and local anesthesia, a sulcular incision was made from Tooth #31 (the lower left lateral incisor) to Tooth #42. In addition, an incision was made on the mucogingival junction from the distal region corresponding to Tooth #31 to the distal region corresponding to the Tooth #42. Two incisions on distal #42 and mesial #31 were made perpendicularly to the mucogingival incision. Incisions were also planned and carried out to remove abnormal frenum attachment. A partial thickness flap was then elevated. Subsequently, at the region corresponding to #42, a subepithelial dissection for the tunnel technique was performed from the sulcus to the horizontal incision at the mucogingival junction (Fig. 2). The root surfaces were then scaled, planed and decontaminated with tetracycline hydrochloride (a 500 mg capsule diluted in 5 ml saline).

An autogenous connective tissue graft from the palate was harvested using a previously described technique. For the tunnel technique, the graft was gently placed under the flap and sutured with 5-0 vycril (Fig. 3). Next, a laterally positioned flap was placed over the connective tissue graft in order to cover it partially, after which it was sutured appropriately with 5-0 vycril and 4-0 silk (Fig. 4). The surgical sites were then covered with periodontal dressing.

After completion of surgical procedures, the patient received pain control medication (an acetaminophen-containing analgesic) when
needed, an antibiotic (500 mg amoxicillin, 3 times a day for 7 days) and chemical plaque control (0.12% chlorhexidine gluconate rinse, 2 times a day for 14 days). The sutures and dressing were removed after 7 days, and follow-up visits were scheduled for 20, 40, 90 and 365 days. Three months later, the patient reported that she was completely satisfied with the esthetic outcome (Fig. 5). One year after the surgical procedures, partial root coverage and favorable esthetic results were observed, with no periodontal pockets or bleeding on probing. A probing depth of 0.5 mm was found in Tooth #31, with 3 mm gingival recession and a 3.5 mm clinical attachment level. A probing depth of 0.5 mm was found in Tooth #42, with 1.5 mm gingival recession and a 2 mm clinical attachment level (Fig. 6). The gain in clinical attachment level was 4.5 mm and 3 mm for Tooth #31 and #42,
respectively (Table 1). Additional root coverage occurred between 6 and 12 months as a result of creeping attachment.

**Discussion**

Gingival recession seems to be the most common esthetic complaint reported by periodontal patients. According to the Glossary of periodontal terms, published by the American Academy of Periodontology, gingival recession is defined as the displacement of the soft tissue margin, apical to the cemento-enamel junction, and its coverage is one of the most challenging procedures in periodontics. Recession can affect one or more teeth. Furthermore, it can be associated with root sensitivity and smile disharmony. Several different factors have been proposed in the etiology of gingival recession, including periodontal disease, faulty tooth-brushing, tooth malpositioning, aging, trauma from occlusion, abnormal frenum attachment and lack of keratinized tissue.

Several different techniques for root coverage have been proposed. Over the years, techniques with more predictable results have been developed to treat gingival recession such as the SCTG. This technique was first described by Langer and Langer. An SCTG is usually harvested from the palate and placed over the recession and under a muco-periosteal flap. The SCTG technique offers excellent esthetic result, as well as a very predictable percentage of root coverage, when properly indicated.

In many cases, more than one procedure is necessary to treat gingival recession. Consequently, the combination of two or more procedures has been increasingly used to provide successful results. According to the literature, many factors influence the level of success of each procedure, among which interproximal bone level and selection of the most adequate technique for a particular case are the most important. Currently, SCTG in combination with a coronally advanced flap is the technique for treating gingival recessions with the most predictable results. However, other procedures can also provide an adequate level of clinical success, when well indicated.

In this case report, the patient had a complex recession defect due to the lack of keratinized tissue and loss of interproximal attachment level. A combination of techniques (tunnel technique, SCTG, and laterally positioned flap) was determined to be the best treatment. The objective of the surgery was to increase the amount of attached tissue and obtain adequate recession coverage. The utilization of a laterally positioned flap was employed to increase the amount of attached tissue on Tooth #31 from Tooth #32. Concomitantly, the SCTG was also employed for this objective as previously described in the literature. The tunnel technique was carried out to ensure the preservation of the interproximal papilla and facilitate fixation of the graft for root coverage. The tunnel technique also provides minimal post-operative complications and good esthetic results.

The one-year follow-up visit demonstrated only partial recession coverage. The recession coverage demonstrated in this case is in accordance with previous literature, where only partial recession coverage was achieved in Miller class III defects, regardless of the technique performed. In the present case, creeping attachment was also observed during the first year of healing. Creeping attachment was first described by Goldman and Cohen and is defined as partial coronal migration of the flap during healing. Creeping attachment has been shown to be more prominent in the anterior region in narrow recession defects. Matter has demonstrated an average of 1 mm creeping attachment 12 months postoperatively.

The combination of different surgical techniques contributed to the success, both clinical and esthetic, in the treatment of gingival recession. We have described a case in which class II and III gingival recession was treated utilizing a combination of three different approaches. The surgical procedure yielded favorable esthetic outcomes and complete patient satisfaction. Further randomized
clinical trials with a larger population must be conducted to further evaluate the success of the technique employed.
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